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Date: 29-06-2016

To

The Principal / Secretary /Chairman
CMR TECHNICAL CAMPUS,
KANDLAKOYA (V) , MEDCHAL ROAD, MEDCHAL,
RANGA REDDY - 501401.

Sub : - Communication of grant of affiliation for the Academic Year 2016-17-Reg.

Ref : 1. Your college online application dated: 20-03-2016 for grant of Affiliation for the Academic Year

2016-17.

2: Deficiency report Dated: 17-05-2016

3. Online Appeal Submitted Date: 28-05-2016

4. Further Hearing on: 11-06-2016

With reference to the above, your college made an application for grant of Affiliation for the Academic Year

2016-17. Pursuant to your application the University has conducted an Inspection and communicated the

deficiencies for conduct of the academic courses.

Pursuant to the communication of deficiencies you have filed an appeal for reconsideration and the

University reviewed the same or re inspection was conducted. Based on the above the University has

accorded affiliation to the following courses.

S.No Name of the Course Intake

1. B.Tech - Civil Engineering 120

2. B.Tech - CSE 240

3. B.Tech - ECE 180

4. B.Tech - Mechanical 180

5. M.Tech - CSE 30

6. M.Tech - Embeded Systems 24

7. M.Tech - Thermal Engineering 24

8. MBA - MBA 180

Further the University is not inclined to grant affiliation for the remaining courses indicated in annexure

because of any of the following reasons.

a. Faculty/Principal deficiencies such as



1. Lack of Identity proof of faculty such as valid PAN Card/ Aadhaar Card of the faculty (for the

verification of faculty particulars).

2. Lack of proof of Payment of salary particulars for existing staff (Bank statement including TDS

particulars).

3. Undertaking form Ph.D. faculty.

4. Valid SCM.

5. Not qualified as per AICTE Norms.

6. Blacklisted/ Multiple Registrations.

b. Laboratory deficiencies

1. Non availability of laboratory equipment / Non working condition of laboratory.

2. Lack of all supporting documents for laboratory equipment.

The above are essential for imparting Technical education.

This Affiliation is granted based on the continuous availability of faculty shown in A-416, Any mobility of such

faculty should be as per due procedure & shall be informed to DUAAC on a monthly basis.In case it is found

at any later / future point that these faculty are not available the Institution is liable for punitive action as per

the affiliation regulations.

For courses, where intake is more than 180, the college has to provide additional laboratories for the

additional sections, before commencement of the ensuing academic year.

You are directed to install handheld biometric system and CC cameras to record staff and student

attendance particulars and communicate to the university on a daily basis.

It is further stated that the University reserves its right to make further re-inspection at any time for

satisfaction of the existing essential academic requirements in particular Laboratory and Faculty in your

college. If the University is not satisfied regarding the essential requirements the affiliation may be

cancelled.

The annexure contained along with this letter may be read as a part of this letter.

Sd/-

REGISTRAR


